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ABSTRACT
Background
Membrane proteins are essential for many cellular processes and are important targets for a
wide range of pharmaceuticals. Their sequences provide valuable and partly not yet deciphered
information about their three-dimensional structure and functional characteristics. The analysis
of membrane proteins has shown to be an important part for the understanding of complex
biological processes in the context of proteomics and genomics. In the course of membrane protein
investigations, a large number of short, distinct sequence motifs have been revealed. The motifs
found so far support the understanding of the folded protein in the membrane environment. In
this context, in three different approaches it is shown how the output of sequence motif-based
methods can support the understanding of structural and functional properties of membrane
proteins.

Results

In order to increase the understanding of sequence data of membrane proteins, different
sequence motif-based methods have been developed. At the beginning of this work, a new approach
describes the topology specific separation of motifs by residue specific distributions. Based on
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these distributions, the topology structure of the majority motifs in hypothesized membrane
proteins can be predicted. The second part consists of the evaluation of different resulting graphs
generated from statistical analysis of motif neighborhoods in transmembrane helical structures.
The results show motifs with high importance in alpha-helical membrane structure formation
and motifs that are important for family-specific functional characteristics. In addition, it can be
shown that short interaction patterns of homologous sequence records are membrane protein
family-specific signatures and these can be used for structure prediction, protein classification
and to observe new evolutionary variations within the signatures. Generally, we introduce simple
graphical visualization tools for big data information presentation and to evaluate our results.

Conclusions

In summary it can be shown how the evolution contributes to realize co-variations within
discriminative sequence motifs to maintain structure and function. These points to their general
importance for α-helical membrane protein structure formation and interaction mediation.
Moreover, from the results of the introduced approaches, it can be better understood how motifs
are anchored within protein structures, to realize their role as structural or functional elements.
We hypothesize that short sequence motifs can be separated into structure forming motifs on
the one hand and on the other hand, into motifs with family-specific functional characteristics.
The low cost rapid computational methods postulated, provide valuable information for protein
classification, structure comparison and not least to use our in silico results for the planning of in
vitro experiments.
Keywords: Membrane proteins; Sequence motifs; Motif; Topology separation; Visualization;
Indicators; Structure prediction; Classification; Mutagenesis

INTRODUCTION

Without them there would not be us - amino acids, they form the basis of all life on our planet.
Their emergence about 3.8 billion years ago results from far other environmental conditions in
comparison with today’s [1]. The opinion of science is that at this time the first primitive life
gradually formed. Meanwhile, various theories developed over time, which deal with the question
how the life developed on our planet. However, today’s scientific community has the certainty that
amino acids serve as basic building blocks of proteins. Proteins in turn, are essential components
of all cells of single and multi cellular organisms. In the course of this, proteins are essential for
almost all fundamental biological processes within an organism and therefore crucial for its
survival. They originate from the key relationship between DNA, RNA and the consequent protein
synthesis, known as the central dogma of molecular biology. Proteins in general consist of the 20
naturally occurring amino acids that are connected by peptide bonds to form chains. Amino acids
have different physic-chemical properties and ultimately they determine the folding of a protein
and its structure. The mechanism how a protein folds into its final three-dimensional structure
is important for the subsequent correct function of the protein. Therefore, the study of the way
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how proteins fold into complex molecular structures and how starting from a protein sequence to
predict and better understands the folding of a protein, is an important area in bioinformatics [2].

In principle, proteins can be divided into globular and membrane proteins. Globular proteins
freely exist in the cytoplasm of a cell or in other cellular organelles. In contrast, membrane
proteins represent a special class. Unlike peripheral membrane proteins, which are single
or attached only at one side of the lipid layer, integral membrane proteins traverse the cell
membrane completely. With their vital functions such as: photosynthesis, the transport of ions,
small molecules and solutes or signal and energy transduction, only some examples are given of
cellular processes that are covered by membrane proteins [3]. They get their specific properties
through the individual folding and interaction with the hydrophobic environment of the cell
membrane, and in the formation of oligomeric complexes and protein-protein interactions [3,4].
The identification of such complexes and interactions is of immense importance and valuable
information can be obtained by analyzing interacting proteins with known function. In general,
membrane proteins are difficult to solve and cover a wide intracellular concentration range. The
inaccessibility of many proteomic methods means that the analysis of membrane proteins is a
currently experimental challenging research field [5].

The Disproportion between Solved and Unsolved Structures

With the X-ray crystal structure analysis and the Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) two
experimental methods of investigation for the elucidation of protein structures are given. However,
these represent a still challenging field of research when it comes to the elucidation of protein
structures with high throughput. Currently, this is still reflected in the small number of solved
protein structures. In contrast, the way of providing information on coding DNA sequences and
their translation by means of the genetic code is simpler than that of the spatial structure, which is
reflected in a variety of manually annotated membrane protein sequences [6]. This disproportion
has to be compensated in near future, which represents a major challenge for bioinformatics
methods. In addition, the extraction of structural and functional features out of current available
unsolved protein structure sequences emerges more and more to a big data problem. For this
reason, there is a need for methods, which handle the corresponding information extraction and
the prediction of such features in unsolved protein structures. A variety of methods have dealt in
history with such tasks. Here in after, a brief review is given to these.

State-of-the-Art

Following the introduction of the hydrophobicity scale over 30 years ago by Kyte and
Doolittle [7], a variety of approaches and methods have been proven as historic milestones in the
prediction and extraction of Transmembrane (TM) features. With the hydrophobic moment as a
measure of the amphiphilicity of a helix [8] and the Positive-Inside-Rule [9] for the determination
of overrepresented positively charged amino acids Arginine (Arg) and Lysine (Lys) on the
cytoplasmic side, first TM helical regions could be predicted. Generally, hydrophobicity-based
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methods turned out to be effective in the prediction of TM regions, up to the moment where it
has been recognized that globular segments with a highly hydrophobic character can only be
imprecisely distinguished from membrane regions. Consequently, methods such as PRED-TMR
[10], TMPred [11], Top Pred [12] and SOSUI [13] could improve the prediction accuracy of TM
helices by focusing on the identification of potential helical ends or working on the basis of
statistical amino acid preferences and hitherto gained measures and rules. With the aid of dynamic
programming and grammatical Rules, methods such as MEMSAT [14], TMHMM [15-17], HMM Top
[18,19] and BOCTOPUS [20,21] focus specifically on the prediction of structural features such as
membrane-spanning α-helices, extra / intracellular domains and membrane-spanning β-Strands
of TM β-barrel proteins. With the mapping of energetic interactions in membrane proteins, an
important step towards ab initio protein structure prediction was made [22-27]. Since 1996 it
has been recognized that meaningful structural information can be derived from sequences of
homologous protein families [28,29]. In the process methods such as the Direct Coupling Analysis
(DCA) [30], MiC [31], EVfold [32], PSICOV [33], plmDCA [34,35] or GREMLIN [36-38] benefit
from the growth of increasingly large proteomic data like mentioned before. Nowadays, such
information-based methods enable the observation and extraction of evolutionary co-variance
information to approximate physically interacting amino acid pairs. Homology-based methods
are using such valuable information for model generation on the atomar level. Based on these
models potential three-dimensional protein structures can be calculated.
Summarized, state-of-the-art methods can show that the spatial structure of proteins has been
stronger conserved in evolution than the sequential composition of the folded protein chains.
Also, the information of the spatial structure and the folding of proteins to be explored can be
evaluated by affinities. There are individual motifs or characteristic sequence parts that expose
a certain biochemical function of proteins. Why does the nature pursue the principle of structure
and function separation? Residues, which support a stable domain folding, are separated from
those that induce a specific function. This procedure is a very efficient strategy of evolution. Two
areas were simultaneously optimized [39].
•
•

The stability of the protein backbone in a given folding pattern

The design of the amino acid sequence according to a specific function.

Due to the conuence of studies on the structural and biochemical understanding of membrane
proteins, one begins in principle to understand what mechanisms lead to structural folding of
membrane proteins [40-43]. Here, proteome wide investigations have shown that the determining
factors of the membrane protein folding can be better understood by the investigation of such
individual motifs or characteristic sequence parts in interacting helices [43]. In this context,
the geometrical properties and characteristics of interacting helices have been investigated in a
variety of studies, and the characteristics in amino acid sequences which are responsible for these
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geometries [44]. Generally, based on the recurring sequential elements the structural simplicity of
membrane proteins were observed in a large number of investigated TM domains and correlations
to helix-helix interactions were confirmed [45-48]. This means that the folding of helical
membrane proteins is largely recognizable by interactions between membrane embedded helices
which can be seen in recurring helix-helix interaction patterns, the so called packing motifs [43].
As one example, the most famous in literature described Gx3G motif shows a significant presence
in TM α-helices [46-51]. Gx3G was observed for the first time in glycophorine proteins [47,52,53],
a TM protein of the human erythrocyte that consists of one TM helix. Separated by three variable
x-positions (GxxxG) with x ε 20 canonical amino acids, both glycines create a shallow groove that
complements the surface of a second helix to form finally a dimer. Previous studies have shown
the plurality of such structural and functional motifs, which have to be investigated among other.

Sequence Motif-Based Approaches, Applied on the Big Data Problem

Related to the mentioned rapid growth of proteomic data, in silico approaches can contribute
to handle the big data problem. In the scope of this work, meaningful and helpful information
about the structural composition and functional involved sequential parts of membrane proteins
will be handled by sequence motif-based approaches, which contribute to solve the associated
problems. Adapted to this, a variety of discriminative sequence motifs will be examined within
the structural space (Figure 1) of α-helical TM proteins in the context of proteomic Data Mining.
Based on sequence motif-based methods, valuable structural and functional properties for each
investigated motif are to be derived. In the first step, the evolutionary variability in the x-positions
will be investigated. Accurately, which physico-chemical properties have to be observed at each
x-position to realise the three-dimensional fold within different topologies? From the perspective
of sequence motifs, the general understanding about the sequential composition of α-helical
structures and the correlated three-dimensional fold is to be extended. The corresponding
high-throughput analyses of different membrane protein families lead to different results about
motifs and there structural and functional role within the investigated big proteomic datasets.
The implicitly of different graph outputs can be used for the evaluation of high-dimensional
protein data, to establish a biological relationship and ultimately to provide useful information
for structural research. Furthermore, an easy way shows how to generate different kinds of
graphical outputs, which can be useful for better understanding of latent information about
structural and functional features of membrane proteins out of multidimensional protein data.
Also, the derivation of observable structural features represented by sequence motifs can be
used as membrane protein family specific indicators. Here, the evolutionary way within helixhelix interacting patterns will be traced and the results provide useful information for structure
prediction and classification tasks. Generally, mining big proteom data with sequence motif-based
methods support the understanding of the features that are important for establishing stability
and functionality of the folded membrane protein in the membrane environment. Moreover,
such methods can be useful to investigate the influences of genetic variations within interacting
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sequence parts in membrane proteins, which are directly linked to diseases. In summary, this
work contributes to support the understanding about the role of motifs within the space of
α-helical TM proteins.

Figure 1: The structural space of membrane proteins using the example of bacteriorhodopsin
trimer (PDB-Id: 1brr). In general, sequence motifs play key roles within the structural space of
membrane proteins. They also play key roles in the general importance of α-helical membrane
protein structure formation and interaction mediation just in mediating helix-helix interactions.
The investigation of sequence motifs supports the understanding of the features that are important
for establishing stability and functionality of the folded membrane protein in the membrane
environment. On the other hand, the discovery of common motifs supports the understanding
of the characteristics that are important for the stability of membrane spanning structures.
Simultaneously, these deliver important structural and functional indications of yet unsolved
protein structures. Eventually, sequence motif-based approaches are helpful for a variety of
applications e.g. the investigation of mutant proteins, mutagenic effects and protein dynamics. In
the present work, different sequence motif-based approaches dealing with the investigation and
application of motifs like the illustrated LxxxxG to support the understanding about the threedimensional fold of sequence parts within different topologies.
BioData Mining | www.smgebooks.com
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MATERIAL AND METHODS
Topology Separation of Discriminative Sequence Motifs
As the first step of our analysis, 32 membrane protein families with Domains of Unknown
Functions (DUF) were derived from the Pfam database [54], using extended keyword searching
[83], and finally investigated. To avoid generating misguiding statistics by including identical
or highly similar sequences, a set of non-redundant sequences was generated for all in this
work investigated membrane protein datasets. The corresponding tools used in this work were
CD-HIT [55] and BLASTClust [56]. Furthermore, for the general determination of membrane
and non-membrane associated sequence regions, the TMHMM Server v. 2.0 [15,16] was used.
Subsequently, a variety of sequence motifs identified in earlier work by Liu et al. [46] were
localised in the obtained set of DUF-families. These motifs have been derived from the consensus
sequences of 168 Pfam families. By the comparison of their results with findings in [47], a list of
50 significant motifs has been derived that were used in the first project. Each motif shows up
to be indispensable for the structure fold. Intuitively, the reported short sequence motifs can be
written in a generalised, regular expression-like form of XYn, where X and Y correspond to amino
acids separated by n-1 highly variable positions. For example, the LxxxxG motif corresponds to
a pair of leucine and glycine residues that are separated by four amino acids. Finally, it can be
written as the simple LG5 notation.

In the following, the structural space was examined to investigate one and the same motif
e.g. LG5 within three different topologies (TM=Transmembrane, nTM=None-Transmembrane,
Trans=Transition). These states come from the obtained TMHMM results, where a topology
state was assigned to each residue, if a residue was assigned being a part of a transmembrane
helix (TM) or not (nTM). Related to each whole motif, where the beginning and the end has
been located in TM and nTM, it has been assigned with the Trans-state. To this, single motif
occurrences were identified in the non-redundant sequence set. Including TMHMM predictions,
each motif occurrence was assigned to one of the three topology states TM, nTM or Trans. After
deriving motif occurrences within different topologies, a novel information-based approach has
been described, which was attached to derive latent physico-chemical information, observable
in the variable x-positions, in all investigated motifs [57]. Thereby, Log-Odd ProfiLes (LOP)
describe the observable physico-chemical properties of each x-position in a closer way. General
LOP visualization and classification methods were applied to evaluate correlations between
physico-chemical properties and corresponding topology states. For that, Multi-Dimensional
Scaling (MDS) was used to dimensionality reduction and clustering of multi-dimensional logodd data. At this, the pre-calculated LOPs of the corresponding motifs are employed as look-up
values to compute a straight-forward winner-takes-it-all. To assess the resulting topology state
prediction, cross-validation and F-measure calculation was performed. Using position-specific
LOP information; the scientific community is now able to describe a motif on its observable
topology specific physico-chemical properties in detail. Moreover, for each motif in the big
space of membrane protein structures, the allocation of its topological state based on sequence
information can be done.
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Sequence Motifs within Neighborhoods
Afterwards, to describe the topology specific construction of a sequence motif in detail, we

look at the structural space of α-helices from the perspective of motif neighborhoods. In a further
approach, the subject of investigation is the sequential composition of α-helices, more precisely, the
investigation of constitutive motifs [58]. The investigation of different membrane protein families

like e.g. rhodopsin and secretin family including 7 TM receptors and proteins with domains of
unknown functions, leads to a better understanding of the construction of α-helical structures
and the involved motifs and their structural or functional role. In this work it has been specified
that four directly consecutive motifs are to be considered in one statistical frame, so called Motif

Architecture (MA). Each of them is represented by a single graph, united in one result graph for

each investigated membrane protein family. Basically, such graphs support the understanding
about their topological construction and characteristics, which can be investigated using graph-

theoretic algorithms. Related to the investigations of organic molecules [59] and proteins [60-62],
frequently observable sub-graphs may be important for a variety of applications e.g. for protein
classification or prediction of functional regions [63]. Furthermore, highly conserved sub-graphs

can be determined by visual representation tools. In this case, statistically over- and under
represented neighborhoods emerge to. At long last, using such simple notational conventions
in the context of membrane protein analyses, the understanding of the structural space and the
involved features for protein folding can be supported.

Evolutionary Interacting Patterns as Family-Specific Indicators and their
Application
Next, we go back into the structural space, to investigate interacting patterns of TM α-helices in

homologous membrane protein families [64]. One of the further aims is the tracing of evolutionary

observable variations, within the x-position for each pattern. In combination with derived
interaction information from TMPad database [65], the generation of family-specific indicators

is aimed. Such indicators having a structural specificity to realise the family-specific fold and the

correlated protein function. The derivation of such indicators are to be used for applications like
protein classification, structure similarity determination or as general information source for
further investigations on mutagen studies. In the further course, this will be evaluated on unknown

structures of several membrane protein families. For that, so called pattern alignments leading to
the observation of evolutionary influences at the x-positions. In this context, new possible amino

acid variations were derived, which could thus not be observed in known structures. Such newly

derived variations can be useful for further mutagen investigations and studies. Furthermore,
to be an indicator, TMPad interaction information must ensure that two evolutionary influenced
pattern stay in spatial contact. This leads to the birth of Evolutionary Influenced Interaction
Pattern Pairs (EIPP) derived from known structures of major intrinsic proteins, including
aquaporins (Pfam-Id: PF00230) and bacteriorhodopsin-like proteins (Pfam-Id: PF01036). Both
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families provide homologous protein data where sequential variations can be observed over an
evolutionary timescale. In the following, each EIPP can be used to describe the corresponding
structural regions within the structure space of the investigated membrane protein families.
For this, a mapping task describes the rediscovery of EIPPs in protein sequences of unsolved
structures of aquaporine and rhodopsin-like proteins [64]. Additionally, within each EIPP the
evolutionary way can be traced and such information can be helpful for the understanding of
mutagen effects in membrane protein structures. To illustrate such information in a simple
and understandable way, a new graphical output, so called Interaction Block Schema (IBS), can
close this gap (Figure 4A). Here, an IBS illustrates a two dimensional planar EIPP representation
including observable amino acid variations. Such representable information can aid to build a
bridge between in silico analyses and mutagen investigations. To show this, IBS have been applied
on a mutagen investigation task [66]. Here, mutations in Nephrogenic Diabetes Insipidus (NDI)
involved aquaporine water channel proteins have been investigated. In the following, NDI is
described shortly.

Nephrogenic Diabetes Insipidus

NDI is known as a disorder, which can be acquired as a side effect of surpassing drug taking or
which is caused by inherited genetic mutations. Aquaporin-2 water channels and V2R are essential
elements in the water re-absorption through the apical cell membrane. Autosomal recessive
and dominant inherited NDI are linked to mutations in genes encoding the integral membrane
Aquaporin-2 water channel [67,68]. X-linked inheritable NDI is caused by mutations in the gene
encoding the AVP type-2 receptor membrane protein (V2R) [69,70]. Aquaporin-2 water channels
and V2R are essential elements in the water re-absorption through the apical cell membrane.
This water composes the main part of pre-urine; a product that results from ultra-filtration in
the kidney. The process of water re-absorption from the pre-urine is essential to ensure the
bodys uid balance and is realised by membrane-integrated Aquaporin-2 water channels. The
direct inspection of the Aquaporin-2 gene as well as the V2 receptor gene (AVPR2) has become
accomplish-able in clinical practice [71] for differential NDI diagnosis and has been substituting
dehydration testing over the last years [72].
In the present work, related observable mutational variations causing NDI were derived from
UniProt [73,74] and complete the respective IBS. Especially for NDI disease involved Aquaporin-2
water channel proteins, this mixed information can support the structural misfolding of the
corresponding interacting sequence parts. For molecular biologist, information is provided for
effective drug development.

RESULTS

One of the main aims was the identification of topology discriminative x-positions, which are
crucial for drawing meaningful correlations between physico-chemical properties plus structural
and functional features. Thereby, discriminative motifs have been investigated in the structural
space of different membrane protein families. A straightforward approach to address this task
was the utilisation of a method to determine the residue distribution at each motif x-position.
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Different visualisation and classification results showing correlations between LOPs and the
three topologies (TM, nTM, trans), where the corresponding motif has been located (Figure 2).
This results from LOP distances, which are mainly dictated by the propensities of hydrophobic,
hydrophilic and polar amino acids. Summarized, motifs in general can be separated and predicted
according to the topology states from its amino acid sequence. An information-based prediction
algorithm was implemented and assessed using cross-validation and F-measure evaluation.
Motifs showing high F-measures over all or only in certain investigated protein families were
identified. From this insight, it can be postulated that short sequence motifs can be divided into
structure forming elements, which are present in numerous protein families and highly specific
to their topology location. Motifs showing high F-measures only in certain membrane protein
families may be important elements in establishing the individual properties which are necessary
for the function of a entire protein family.

Figure 2: Topology separation of discriminative sequence motifs. In the information extraction
process, the variable x-positions of discriminative sequence motifs are investigated to register the
distribution of topology specific physico-chemical properties. A new information based approach
deals with the generation of Log-odd Profiles (LOP) for each x-position. Heat map visualization
of LOPs makes topology specific distributions apparent. In the evaluation process, LOP data are
used for Multidimensional Scaling (MDS). Here, the variable x-positions of all investigated motifs
are separable into three topology specific clusters. The arrangement of the clusters correlates to
the physico-chemical properties found in membrane and non-membrane located regions, since
greater LOP distances are mainly dictated by the propensities of hydrophobic, hydrophilic and
polar amino acids. Based on a simple ‘winner-takes-it-all’ formula, the topology prediction winner
for the majority motifs can be determined. In summary it can be said, that it is possible to assign
motifs on the physico-chemical properties in the x-positions to well-defined secondary structure
elements and topologies.
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Related to the high throughput analysis within the structural space of TM α-helices from the
perspective of motif neighborhoods’, useful information about frequently occurring consecutive
motifs has been ascertained for all investigated membrane protein families. The corresponding
resulting graphs (Figure 3) provide useful information about highly and less conserved motifs
within neighborhoods. Different motifs emerge to structure forming components that are shared
amongst to all protein families. Graphs also showing centered motifs, so called hubs (e.g. LL3,
LV3, VL3, IL3 and AL3), they often occur together with others within a neighborhood. Such
hub-motifs constitute important components within the helical regions. Depending on how TM
α-helical structures are constructed, these motifs are required for filling the gaps in the physical
and structural context. This hypothesis confirms the results of previous work [75]. The presented
results are stating that Ala, Val, Leu or Ilu residues are important members of so called helical
wheels, which are related to our representative hub-motifs. Furthermore, available information
about TM α-helical non-typical motifs has been revealed, provided by the previous described task
for structure topology separation of discriminative sequence motifs. Such motifs indicating to be
involved in special protein function. This has been established by their topology non-typical residue
distributions that are observable in the x-positions. To evaluate this assumption, networking with
known common biological databases like PROSITE [76-79] can be helpful to deliver important
information about protein domains, families and functional sites as well associated patterns and
Profiles to identify them. As an example, in the present case it can be shown that the α-helical
non-typical neighborhood PY3-SN3 seem to be involved in consensus pattern of retinal binding
sites within TM receptors of the rhodopsin family (Pfam-Id: Pf00001). Finally, on consideration of
all big proteom data processing steps including the final visualization and under networking with
biological databases, we are able to build a bridge between graph information and a biological
context. Rather, based on sequence motifs one is able to describe the sequential composition in
the α-helical space in detail. The provision of such big data in form of graph structures supports
further structural comparisons and classification approaches or mutagen investigations. For
example, sequential similar regions, detected in sequences of unsolved protein structures, may
indicate to be involved in similar structure folding or function related to already solved structures.
Generally, in this part it could has been shown how to visualize high-dimensional membrane
protein data in form of graph structures and how to fill the lack between high-throughput protein
data analyses and evaluation.
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Figure 3: Sequence motifs within neighborhoods in the information extraction process, for
each investigated membrane protein; all possible Transmembrane (TM) α-helices have been
predicted using TMHMM [15-17]. Predicted TM sequence parts are colored in red and n TM in
blue. After deriving TM region information, all possible motifs with n-1 highly variable positions
by n = {4-7} were determined by using a common naive text search algorithm. Further, for each TM
sequence part, all possible Motif Architectures (MA) consisting of four directly consecutive motifs
have been detected. The later application of useful and powerful algorithms which are involved in
the statistical information aggregation assumes that each detected MA is considered to be a graph
structure. This leads to the transfer of each MA into a graph where each motif can be considered
as a node connected by an edge to the following node. The final merge process of all graphs into
one resulting main graph includes the registration of co occurring motif neighborhoods. Here,
the edge-weight of already existing source and target nodes was updated by an increase by one.
Ultimately, a weighted main graph for all investigated membrane protein families exists and its
visualization shows over and underrepresented motif neighborhoods connected with red, blue
and green colored edges, which have to be examined. Additional information about the predicted
topology state for each motif, supplements the visual graph for the detection of TM typical and
non-typical motifs.
With the addition of spatial information it can be ensured that two motifs stay in contact
within the structural space. Though evolutionary changes in the variable x-positions can be
registered, the spatial contact is maintained. This leads to family specific Evolutionary Interaction
Patterns (EIPPs). In summary, 116,810 (PF01036) and 63,283 (PF00230) EIPPs were extracted
from known structures of the corresponding protein families. Here, EIPPs comprise structural
tasks and spatial interactions. Specifically, the evolution presents how EIPPs contribute to
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emerge different evolutionary mutation types. These types describe the sequence variability in
a closer way, which has no significant influence on the protein structure and function. Within a
IBS, evolutionary changes (co-variations) can be observed and evaluated in a simple way (Figure
4A) like e.g. the investigation of the folding core, active core uctuations as well as kinetics and
the involved residues of in this case bacteriorhodopsin-like proteins [80-82]. Furthermore, a
mapping task describes the rediscovery of EIPPs in protein sequences of unsolved structures
of aquaporine and rhodopsin-like proteins. Finally, structure similar regions (Figure 4B) and
protein family afiliation (Figure 4C) was determined, which leads to 372 of 438 (PF01036) and
5,993 of 6,420 (PF00230) correct assigned proteins to their families. This ultimately makes EIPPs
to family specific indicators. However, this is influenced by the Evolutionary Degree Of Freedom
(EDF) within EIPPs. Here, the EDF describes the number of permitted x-positions, which were
ignored in the EIPP-mapping task. That means, the more static occupied x-positions, the more
specific is an EIPP for a membrane protein family. And the more specific a EIPP is, the higher
the probability of the family specific rediscovery. Furthermore, EIPPs were marked and finally
compared to known structures. Here, the EIPP rediscovery contributes also as useful information
source for structural similarity determination (Figure 4A). The sum of covered α- helical regions
within TMHMM predicted α-helical regions of the investigated unknown structures can be
compared with α-helical regions of known structures. This finally leads to a similarity statistic
for each investigated protein sequence of unsolved structure, compared to known structures of
aquaporine and rhodopsin-like proteins. Consequently we are able to determine the most similar
unknown to known structures of a given α-helical membrane protein family. More precise,
information are given in the works of Grunert et al. [64,66]. Finally, the present work also resulted
in a good agreement with recently published studies that the evolution provides basic building
and interacting blocks for maintaining structure and function. Due to sequence homology such
blocks are repeated and we have proven structural conservation. The contemplation of a sequence
from the perspective of such blocks facilitates the understanding of how the structure space of a
membrane protein family is constructed.
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Figure 4: Evolutionary Interacting Pattern Pairs (EIPP) as family specific indicators and
their application in the information extraction process, protein data sets of difierent membrane
protein families were obtained from Pfam database [54]. A variety of pattern alignments [64]
handle the derivation of observable physico-chemical variants within the variable x-positions.
In combination with powerful interaction information from TMPad [65], an EIPP record for each
investigated membrane protein family was derived. New visualization tools for the investigation
of mutational variants causing diseases were developed. Here, the application of Interaction
Block Schemes (IBS) can lead to better indicators in laboratory mutagen investigations (A). Using
IBS, EIPPs can be evaluated extensively within protein structures. Important information about
variable pattern positions that are subjected to a mutation without inuencing attractive pattern
interactions can be obtained. Thus, e.g. the folding core and kinetics of bacteriorhodopsin-like
proteins can be understood better. This supports the porting of this in silico approaches into
mutagen investigation studies. Furthermore, a mapping task includes the rediscovery of EIPPs on
protein sequences of yet unsolved structures. Under consideration of the Evolutionary Degree Of
Freedom (EDF), structural similar regions (B) and the family afiliation (C) of the analyzed protein
sequences were determined. Here, the EDF describes the number of permitted x-positions, which
were ignored within the EIPP-mapping task.

CONCLUSION

Generally, the analyses of big membrane protein data based on sequence motif-based
approaches can show that membrane protein structures can be studied and understood in
more detail, not least to better understand functional changes within cellular processes. The
investigation of short sequence motifs supports the understanding about their intended and
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unintended changes, observable over the evolutionary time-scale, not least their basic construction
within different topologies. Sequence motif-based approaches in general are able to generate
meaningful information, which may contribute to study the dynamics of mutant proteins and the
effects of mutagens. Accordingly, destabilisation of the three-dimensional structure of membrane
proteins caused by mutations or ligand interactions is triggers for numerous diseases. In this
context, mutagen effects can lead to disease patterns, which are normally of immense importance
to realise family specific structural or functional tasks. For this reason, such patterns need to be
analysed in more detail. Besides, mutations are used in the diagnosis of biomarkers. However, the
introduced in silico approaches have shown, how meaningful structural and functional information
can be derived based on sequence motif-based approaches. The final union in visualization tools
based on e.g. graphs or Interaction Block Schemes (IBS) ultimately leads to better indicators for
further laboratory mutagen studies and thus the investigation of disease patterns. Here, derived
evolutionary background information within IBS can contribute to support the understanding
about the corresponding incorrectly folded interacting structure building blocks. Furthermore,
a new introduced information based approach contributes to understand observable amino acid
distributions in the variable positions of discriminative sequence motifs, which are required for
the topology specific fold within a investigated membrane protein dataset. The high-throughput
analysis of different membrane protein families revealed over and under representative motifs
within neighborhoods. Summarized, our introduced sequence motif-based approaches in general,
support the understanding of anchoring motifs within membrane protein structures and their
structural and functional role.
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